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The Word Against Murphy’s Law
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Dear Dan,
In the summer of 1999, before I left the job at (G1), I had occasion to walk across the street to (G9) to
check on something. While there I saw the outside doors to the boiler room standing opened, so I went to
investigate. It turned out that the old Cleaver-Brooks boiler was scheduled to be removed and a newer,
more efMicient cast-iron sectional boiler was being installed.
The boiler technician was still there doing some Mitting work. We talked for a little bit, and since I was the
Night Boss Custodian, I was asking when he would be done so I could secure the building for the night.
Then he said that some things needed correcting before he left, blaming it in a joking manner on
“Murphy’s Law”. You know, the one that says “if something can go wrong, it will”.
Now, we know when a joke is being made, and that’s what the technician was doing. But later on in the
night I began to think about other ramiMications there might be if it went any further than just a joke.
And I began to wonder; “just where did that idea come from anyway”?
One of the gifts of the Holy Spirit is the realization that one can “do all things through Christ who
strengthens…” That statement is quite the opposite of any that comes from Murphy.
Murphy can remain at the level of a joke and even provide humor to those with un-fractured souls. But to
those whose souls are fractured, believing Murphy’s Law long enough can create a Missure in the soul wide
enough for a demon to enter. And they look for those Missures.
The Lord gave to me a Word that refutes the demonic Murphy and puts him and his law into right
perspective, and was given about the same time as the revelation of Mythrotellus.
Here it is on the next page.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
=================
"MURPHY DOES NOT WORK HERE"
('Cause He Got Fired)
Murphy says "CAN’T" and "WON’T",
When God says "CAN" and "DO".
Murphy puts the lid on
All things GOOD and TRUE.
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Misery is Murphy’s bed,
To which all fools being are led.
He even makes a mockery
Of the KING Who died and bled.
Murphy is insane
And in every way dement'.
Making believe evil is good
And declaring wholeness “rent”.
Now comes the Lord,
Great God and KING.
A Proclamation of RIGHT He sings.
Hear now His Word and Song;
With Lovingkindness and Power
He forever Rights the wrong...
===
Verse 1
"Murphy is a wee little Imp,
A wee little Imp is he.
Murphy runs and hides his face
From the Tiniest Little Gwee."
(Refrain: to the tune of "O Susanna")
"Old Mr. Murphy
You don’t work here anymore.
Left your First Estate,
Became Second Rate,
You don’t work here anymore."
Verse 2
"Murphy’s Law illegal is,
Ain’t got a place in My Kingdom.
If Murphy tries to steal your joy,
Just repeat the Word that I bring him." (refrain)
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